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G.O.D. and G.O.D. are drinking in The Open Arms. They think they are gods of their 
respective worlds, but are unaware of being the playthings of another whole level of 
gods. Their names in full are Grows On Distance and Gorge On Decoration. The for-
mer thinks they preside over a world that has no adhesives; the latter runs its world like 
an Airbnb.

We join them once they have got through the pleasantries of greeting, which can be 
long and laborious, since G.O.D.s must be seen to inquire about the wellbeing of ev-
ery species that populates the other’s world. This is more a display of memory than 
of concern. But at last they are settled in with their drinks – one for each hand. They 
drink cocktails they consider appropriate to their standing: gin ‘n’ sublime, Archimedes 
screwdrivers, corpse revivers.

Gorge On Decoration: Ooh, corpse revivers! Nice and tangy.

Grows On Distance: My problem is I made everything too wet. I was hoping 
my subjects would enjoy the transience, but—

Gorge On Decoration: Does wet necessarily equal transience?

Distance: When it’s as wet as it is, nothing stays in place, unless explicitly made 
to with braces or netting or something.  

Decoration: Right. Well, you’d think they’d enjoy that wouldn’t you? 

Distance: You would.

Decoration: But oh no. When it’s wet and transient they want it dry and static. 
When it’s dry and static they want it wet and transient. Do you have 
nice fleur-de-lis and stuff drifting down rivulets though? There are 
always compensations.

Distance: Hmmm, not my kind of thing—

Decoration: My lot love a fussy repeating pattern. Makes them feel ‘at home’. 
Not that they would have ‘home’ as a pre-existing concept.
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Distance: I could imagine that’s just hard-wired into the local language: ‘Oh, 
look at that Milliam Worris pillow! Just like the ones we’ve got at 
home! Aren’t we lucky we got this one?’

Decoration: Maybe … maybe that’s what they feed off. These small repeated 
phrases. Actually, I don’t know what they feed on, since I rarely 
stock the fridges with anything other than table salt and a bottle of 
Robinsons.

Distance: With my lot, initially the problem was that the nourishment I’d left 
around sort of washed away in the wet – I’d overlooked that little 
mechanism – and my subjects starved to death. I didn’t mind too 
much though, because I get a discount on creation. I can create as 
much as I want.

Decoration: What?! A discount on creation? Indefinitely? I have to pay for all 
mine up front. And I have to get planning permission and pay a 
bulk tax if it’s of continental proportions.

Distance: Fucking nightmare! You know they make those rules on Deimos, that 
Mars place? They’ve got no place for continents on that, so they’re 
like ‘yeah, put a bulk tax on’, because it’s not their problems. But  
anyway, yeah, it’s one of my big deals I done. Got cut-price creation 
for a year. 

Decoration: A year in which universe? Which planet?

Distance: My own, I guess. But I think it’s scalable. Should look into that. 

Decoration: You want to check that. They shaft you given half the chance, you 
know.

Distance: Nah. It’s cool. But anyway, I got it because I sold off 30% of the dry  
on my world, just before the stocks dropped on account of the  
solar flares and that. And then I traded my bullion for creation 
credit. Working all my angles, see. 

Decoration: Well that’s a fucking bounder of a deal. I’ll be trying it myself, ex-
cept with curlicues. I’ve got a load of curlicues I could do without.

Distance: I don’t know that you should offload curlicues at the moment. They’re 
pretty low. I’ll send you the link for wet trading anyway. Hang on. 
Here you go (texts http://worldworldworld.gimmeyourwet.G.O.D)

Decoration: You’re probably right. In my world, curlicues are fucking cheap as 
tea lights. Coming out of everyone’s ears. 

Distance: How come your subjects like that? Decoration, nice surroundings, all 
those aesthetic immune boosters … does it make them happier? 

Decoration: Apparently. Although I can’t quite get on board with their idea of 
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‘nice’. Pictures and plates on walls, little stairwells that go up and 
then down, hills on the horizon, gaudy sunsets, workers breakfast-
ing on high-up iron girders… Waste of shapes and colours if you 
ask me. But a good Airbnber has to give them what they think they 
want.

Distance: Depends on resource management doesn’t it? If you keep sunsets 
rare, the odd one will make people think they hit the jackpot.  
I really love little stairwells. Might nick that off you. They’d have to 
be wood, not bricks, though. I think cement counts as an adhesive. 

Decoration: I don’t know how you do what you do without glue. It’s really  
impressive, you know. Anyway, wood’s definitely nice enough for 
your place. I let my lot have wood effect. I like to be lavish.

Distance: Yeah, do you know what? I really wish I had come up with a value 
system for my world. I thought my subjects would just intuit one. 

Decoration: I tell you, you have to lead them by the nose and then they still 
mess it up and invent pumped soap.

Distance: But I love soap! Hardly any friction! I put so much soap in my world.

Decoration: Well you’d have to, right? All that wet. Do you have one huge hand 
dryer, or lots of smaller ones?

Distance: Paper towels, actually. Less maintenance. 

Decoration: More rubbish. 

Distance: Yeah, but I hate maintenance. I will have the stair thing off you 
though. The great thing about stairs is they naturally let things fall 
down ... in a more or less coordinated manner. 

Decoration: Yeah, they can send things round corners and shit, but they’re 
pretty much a given, aren’t they? Tossing everything downwards. 

Distance: Hey, talking of gravity, I tell you what I heard the other day. You 
know Earth? 

Decoration: Is that the little blue one that your mate’s always moaning about? 

Distance: Yeah. It’s a collaboration between him and the nearest Sun actually. 
I think a lot of their problems stem from the fact that that G.O.D. 
thinks they’ve got power. Anyway, that planet’s going to be the new 
metric gravity standard. Like, why? That shitty little backwater. But 
that’s the word on the Milky Way, anyway. What percentage proof 
gravity do you have? 

Decoration: Not sure actually. Didn’t measure it. Just boshed it together.  
Obviously my lot think it’s way too strong. And they get confused 
between gravity and appeal. 
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Distance: I’m glad you mentioned that. I was thinking the other day, I might 
nick your standardised Appeal Measurement too, if that’s ok?  
I really need my lot to let go of everything. I need to ramp down  
the appeal of all stuff and persuade them that total appeal lies  
only in death. 

Decoration: Well, I suppose you can use it, but won’t it contradict your high 
transience quotient? 

Distance: Yes, but that might be useful. 

Decoration: I suppose. Like the anomalous behaviour of water.

Distance: Yeah. I love that.

Decoration: Anyway, you’re welcome to use it, the Appeal Measurement  
standard, but it’s complicated, I warn you. The units are oohs and 
aahs. Oohs are for two-dimensional forms. Ahs for three. I forget 
what it is for four and upwards. But if items are older than three 
centuries, their appeal reverts to being measured in dynamite. 

Distance: Sounds reasonable enough. 

Decoration: D’you know what we’ve never spoken about? Time. You wanna 
talk about time?

Distance: We have spoken about time. You’ve just forgotten because you’re  
awful at the past. I told you ages ago: time has caused me much  
existential anxiety. Mapping it across all the different species and 
their heartbeats and urine outputs, oh mon D.I.E.U…

Decoration: Sorry. I have no memory of that. What a shit mate.

Distance: That’s alright. I’d quite like to tell you again, actually. I’ve always 
thought, you know, remove thinking in past and future and that way 
you’ve got happiness. But my subjects are just not willing to commit 
to what they want to stay or what they want to let go off. 

Decoration: You want another drink?

Distance: You always change the subject when I bring this up!

Decoration: I do not!

Distance: I thought you couldn’t remember.

Decoration: Is it my round? I forget.

Distance: G.O.D., you’re annoying. And no, it’s my round. Same again?  
(Returns from bar.) They didn’t have any filtered gin, you ok with 
raw?

Decoration: Not really. Can you get me a small beer fermented in the lap of an 
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angel that has been thinking of nothing but the inside leg of a faun 
for a decade? Or fifteen years, if they have it.

Distance: (Returns from bar.) They’ve got some whiskey that was siphoned 
from the bowels of a sad faun sucking on a unicorn’s mum. That ok?

Decoration: They got any of the dad sort?

Distance: You’re making this quite difficult, d’you know that? Lemme ask.  
(Gets drinks and returns.)

Decoration: Sorry. I’m a pain. I know. It’s just I’m so on edge. It’s hard, running 
an Airbnb for six billion—

Distance: I have my own issues, believe me. I’ve knots and clamps on 
everything, and they come undone with the slightest shake.  
I’m a bag of nerves half the time.     

Decoration: I etched myself on to the bottom of all glasses, so that when they 
finish their Robinsons they think of me. But of course they have  
to do the whole praise-be thing. It’s awkward being praised contin-
ually. I don’t know how to respond. ‘Thanks’ is just a bit bland and 
repetitive. 

Distance: The other day the economy started splitting and I had to use one of 
my own garters. It just about held.

Decoration: You’re such a cowboy. Why haven’t you got any glue? You always 
duck that question. Come on, I’ve known you for years and you’ve 
never told me. Why don’t you just invent glue?

Distance: You’re getting aggressive with the drink. Pretty unnecessary mate. 

Decoration: I’m fucking not! Just tell me. 

Distance: You know, after all these years, I thought you might develop a certain 
candidness with regards to my existential predicament. For fuck’s 
sake, I am two-thirds fly. How would you feel about sticky, if you 
were a fly? Ever thought about that? No, you haven’t because you 
only ever think about yourself and your PayPlanet account.  
Anyways, two of my mums were flies and my aunt is a nebula. With 
that genetic mix, adhesives wouldn’t be top of your list. And now, 
if you will excuse me, I must go and empty my wet. Back in a sec. 
(Never to return.)


